We are going to see some progress in the theory of (semi-time-varying) vessels. Models of vessels on curves with an unbounded operator were created recently and enabled to create new families of potentials q(x) appearing in SturmLiouville equation y xx − q(x)y = s 2 y (possessing "inverse scattering"). Among them let us mention L 1 (R), π 0 c(θ)e R sin(θx) dθ. New notion of an evolutionary vessel will be presented. As a rule such a vessel generates solutions for some nonlinear (polynomial) PDEs. An example of an evolutionary vessel constructing solutions of the KdV equation will be discussed in details. Solitons corresponds to finite-dimensional realizations of evolutionary KdV vessels.
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I will need a lot of help from the audience. So questions/remarks/potential problems are the main reasons behind this talk.
